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The latest news and updates from Bissonet Plaza School
6818 Kawanee Ave. Metairie, LA 70003

Members of our ILT distributed beads to all students and Barqs and Biscuits to teachers and staff prior to the
Mardi Gras Break. Pictured: Mrs. Carmean, Mrs. Suarez, Mrs. D and Mrs Easlesy
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A Message from the School
Principal:
by Audrey A. Easley

It is hard to believe that it is
almost March! This year is truly
flying by. As we look forward to
warmer weather and longer days,
let us not lose sight of the hard
work that still needs to be
completed this year. Let us
continue to celebrate our
successes and finish strong with
excellent results on our upcoming
LEAP tests!
continued on page 2...
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A Message from the School
Principal Continued:

3rd Grade Team Members enjoy their Mardi Gras Treat!

Our teachers and students have been very busy virtually and in person. Our
students are doing a great job learning to navigate the chromebooks that were
purchased by our district. It is important that our middle school students have their
devices fully charged for class every day. Students should not be lending out their
chromebooks or their chargers. Students are responsible for the devices and
accessories issued to them.
Parents are doing a great job at dismissal. Please make sure you have your sign,
with your child’s name, if you are picking up in the car rider line. Parents are
reminded that they are not allowed to park at Rouses and walk to pick up their
children. This is for the safety of our families.
Finally, I would like to ask our parents to make sure that your children are getting at
least forty-five minutes of iReady math and iReady/Lexia reading each week. Both of
these programs are research based and proven to help students make remarkable
learning gains. It is important that we help them fill the learning gaps that occurred
last year when schools were closed. Please help us by supporting their learning at
home with these two amazing programs.
Thank you for allowing us to educate your beautiful children. Let me know if you
have any questions or concerns that I can help you with. Our office number is 504887-0470.
Sincerely,
Audrey A. Easley
Principal
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Devices

All students should have received an
electronic agreement form. This form
was sent home to students in Grades
K-8 (not virtual).
It is imperative that we receive a

Reading at School:

While our physical Library may be closed at this time,
reading doesn’t have to stop. We have many books
available online. In addition to our online catalog of
e-books, several teachers have given access to
additional websites for virtual reading. Please talk to
your child’s teacher regarding ways for your child to
read at home.
Sora (available in Clever) : is full of popular e-books
for reading. Choose “explore” and start reading!
Steps to access school purchased E-Books:
Login to Clever:Find “destiny”
Scroll down to Bissonet Plaza (located under K-8
Schools)
Choose “Catalog” from the top left corner of the
screen
Narrow your search by material type to “electronic
book”.
Then, click TitleYou will see a list of e-books
available.Choose “open”. If prompted for a login:
use guest as both the username and password

signed form from every student,
regardless of if they are using a school
device at home or at school. In an
effort to provide ALL students with a
chromebook, the district is requesting
a signed form for all students.
We are noticing an influx in damaged
devices. The damage that we are
seeing ranges from broken charging
ports to cracked screens. Please know
that we will do everything that we can
to fix the device; however, if the
damage can't be fixed- we will charge
the parents/guardians for
replacement. Please talk to your child
about proper computer care.
In addition, please make sure that
chargers are sent to school everyday
with the chromebook. This is for our
6-8 grade students. Students are
reporting that the chromebook
doesn't have a full charge at school.
In order to prevent a loss of
instructional time, the charger must
travel with the chromebook.
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Instructional Programs
All Bissonet students have access to Clever. Clever is a single sign on website
that allows students to access different educational apps and websites that
are used at school. Students have access to: iReady, Lexia- Core 5, BrainPop
& BrainPop Jr., Nearpod, Edulastic, Zearn, Studies Weekly, LearnZillion, CKLA
Hub, Stemscopes, WorldBook Online, Destiny (Library Catalog), and so much
more!
Why are we sharing this? It is important for our parents to be familiar with
this resource. We ask that parents assist their students with their learning at
home by making sure they know how to login to the platform and access the
programs the teacher assigns. In addition, we ask that students complete
additional time on the iReady and Lexia programs- not just the time spent on
the programs in the class. Zearn is a valuable Math resource, as it is aligned
to the Math curriculum used in the classroom. If your child is struggling in
Math- please talk to them about logging in to Zearn.
Website: clever.com/in/jppss

Communication:
Google Guardians: Several families may have received an email asking them
to accept Google Guardian. This email came from Eric F. This is a real email
and it is ok to accept. Google Guardian will allow the parent to receive an
email summary of the Google Classroom Assignments.
Parent Portal/Student Progress Center:The student Progress Center is
active. Please contact our office if you would like to login and need your
account information. Student Progress Center allows the student and parent
to view current grades.
Red Folder: Parents, please check the red school communication folder each
day.
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FIRST GRADE NEWS:
Can you believe we are halfway through the school year? At this
point of the year, the students should be reading their readers and
writing sentences independently. Learning the weekly Spelling and
Tricky Words are very important for your child to read and write on
level. Here are some activities to practice the spelling and tricky
words at home:
Write your words on index cards- Shuffle the stack of words and
ask your child to read the words five times in a row.
Go Fish – Use index cards. Write each word on two cards.
Word Searches – Find sight words on food boxes or other
available print material, such as magazines.
Concentration - Use index cards. Write each word on two cards,
shuffle and lay face down to play.
Letter Magnets – Call out a sight word and ask your child to use
the magnets to spell the word.
Sentence Building – As your child’s baggie begins to fill up with
words, ask him/her to use as many words in a sentence as
possible.
Thank you for your support,
1st Grade Teachers
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Third Grade News:
We are so excited to be starting our new and FINAL
unit in reading this month! We wrapped up our
Cajun Folktales unit with a rabbit research project
and an opinion paper on whether or not a rabbit is
a good animal to play a trickster in a story. Our
students were able to compare and contrast 4
stories on trickster rabbits! Our next unit is The
Louisiana Purchase, and will include reading literary
and informational texts about the Louisiana
Purchase and the characteristics of the pioneers
during that time period. This unit is designed to
help our students develop their understanding of
narrative writing and make connections between
sentences and paragraphs in text. Students will also
express their understanding of the Louisiana
Purchase by explaining the events leading up to the
acquisition of the La. territory and the results of
those events. It is important during these last few
months of 3rd grade for your child to continue to
work on his/her reading skills. Please have your
child work on reading 15 minutes every evening.
This can be reading a story to you or working on
IREADY reading to improve reading skills.

Our teachers and staff enjoyed a special treat
prior to the Mardi Gras Holiday. Pictured: 3rd
Grade Teacher, Mrs. Lambert

Our third graders have started Module 5 in math. We will be working on this module for the
month of March. Fractions, fractions, and more fractions will be covered during this module. It is
important for your child to understand and master the standards for fractions as a foundation
for 4th grade. We will begin with partitioning a whole into equal parts and labeling parts with
unit fractions in Topics A and B. In Topic C, we will begin comparing unit fractions using the
numerators and denominators of fractions. Topic D will include comparing fractions and whole
numbers on a number line while Topic E will look more closely at equivalent fractions. We will
end with Topic F by comparing and ordering the size of fractions. Students will be assigned
homework to complete 2-3 nights each week for added practice. Assignments will be taken out
of their homework books at school and sent home in the red folder. A homework helper sheet
will be included with the homework page. If your child has access to a device at home, continued
fraction practice may be done using the Zearn app on CLEVER. Please check your child’s red
folder each night for homework or notes that are sent home.
Thank you for your continued help!
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4th/5th Grade Science:
We have been having a lot of fun learning about science through
class explorations. In fourth grade, we are learning about energy
transformations and completing investigations such as making a
lightbulb light up, a buzzer sound, and what happens when objects
like cars and marbles collide. The students love learning through
hands-on activities!! We even had a Valentine card STEM challengesee pictures below.
In fifth grade, we just wrapped up our unit on plants and animals
and students created ecosystems for an animal of their choice! The
projects were amazingly creative and their presentations showed
how much they learned about the interactions of living and
nonliving things. Currently we are learning about Earth and Space.
Each student was able to make their own sundial to test how
shadows change throughout the day.
Please continue to review new vocabulary terms with your child and
ask them to tell you all about their class experiences.
Thank you for all that you do!
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6th Grade:
We are heading towards the end of the
nine weeks and encourage all students to
be in attendance both virtually and inclass. Attendance makes an impact on
the students’ overall academic success.
However, if you are absent be responsible
to make up your work in a timely manner.
Working together towards a successful
year is key.

In ELA we are finishing the culminating writing task for our novel
Hatchet . In this task students are expressing their
understanding of characters in literature by analyzing the
struggle of man versus nature and the life lessons we can learn
from others’ survival situations. I am proud of our sixth grade
students and how far they have come with their writing
expressions. On Friday, February 26th, I am asking that parents
return the Hatchet novel and obtain the next novel, The Witch of
Blackbird Pond from the office. In this novel, students express
their understanding of how informational texts in coordination
with literary texts enhance their comprehension of time periods
and the theme and setting of the novel.
Our goal in Social Studies is to wrap up Unit 4 with West African
Empires and the Expanding Trade Routes. Then, move into Unit
5, Medieval Europe and the Renaissance! The students will be
focusing on, “How the Renaissance changed man’s view of the
world?”
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7th & 8th Grade
Science:
Our seventh grade science students completed two scopes in their
first of two life science bundles: “Introduction to Photosynthesis” and
“Inheritance and Genetic Variation” before the Mardi Gras break. At
the same time, our eighth grade science students completed their
“Human Impact on the Environment” scope. After the break, seventh
grade students will begin their third life science scope “Natural
Selection” and eighth grade students will begin their final earth and
space science scope “Human Dependence on Natural Resources.”
Our goal is always for students to see their environment as part of a
living laboratory to help them retain as much as possible what they
are learning in the classroom. I will continue to do my best to help
my students see science beyond the four walls in our classroom. This
will help them prepare for high school and beyond. Use of their
Chromebooks provides them with access to the same content we
use in the classroom brought to their homes. However, it is extremely
important for students to remember to charge them daily. This is
their first homework assignment due to the limited amount of
electrical outlets in the classroom. Without a fully charged
Chromebook, student learning may be limited not just in our science
class but in their other classes well.
In closing, please encourage your child to review their classwork
daily, and more importantly, not to be afraid to try something new
and make mistakes in class. No student is ever penalized for giving
sincere effort towards learning something new. The key is taking the
first step by trying to think about a subject in a new and different way.
This is one path towards becoming a better global citizen.
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Face Masks:

As we approach March, it is important to remember the importance of the COVID-19 safety
policies that have been put in place.
We are noticing that many students are leaving face masks at home. Parents, this should be
considered part of our school uniform. We recommend sending students with (2) masks each
day. Several families have extra masks in the glove compartment of the vehicles in the event
that a mask is left at home- we think this is a great idea. In addition, please be reminded that
masks should be cleaned daily and disposable masks should only be worn one time. While we
are on the topic of face masks, students are starting to wear the masks below their nose, on
their chin, or on an ear. Please find some time to review the importance of wearing the mask
appropriately.
We encourage parents to clean uniforms each day, and spray school bags and lunch kits often.
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sCHOOL sUPPLIES
In-person students need to have school supplies at
school. In addition to the school supplies on the
school supply list, all students need to have a
headset with microphone and face masks.
All students need a head-set or ear buds. Please
make sure to send a set with your child.
If your student has permission to travel to and
from school with a school-issued chromebook,
please make sure the device, charger and bag
are at school each day.

Click Here for the School Supply List
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Before & After- School Care:

We still have available spots open in child-care. Please see the
information in the flyer and contact Tammy if you would like to
register your child.
Click Here for the Flyer.

END OF 3RD MARKING
PERIOD: MARCH 19
PARENT CONFERENCE WEEK:
MARCH 22-26
REPORT CARDS: MARCH 25

SPRING BREAK: APRIL 26
SCHOOL RETURNS: APRIL 7
LEAP TESTING BEGINS:
APRIL 26
LAST DAY: MAY 26

Contact Information:
(504) 887 - 0470 - School Office
(504) 887 - 5693 - School Fax
(504) 365 - 5304 - Student Technology Help Desk
facebook.com/bissonetbeavers
www.bissonet.jpschools.org

